Las Vegas: New Docs Show 12
Resorts
Reported
Active
Shooters and Paddock Had 3
Women in His Room
Las Vegas: Newly revealed records show Las Vegas Metro Police
Department (LVMPD) received thousands of emergency calls on
the night of the shooting on October 1st reporting other
active shooters from numerous locations including: Luxor,
Tropicana, New York, New York, MGM, Hooters, Aria,
Cosmopolitan, Miracle Mile Shopping, Bellagio, Paris, Caesar’s
Palace and Harrah’s.
Independent citizen journalist Laura Loomer reported that
supposed ‘lone shooter’ Stephen Paddock had three women in his
room at the time of the shooting. She says Sheriff Lombardo,
who is up for re-election on June 12, intentionally misled the
public about the details surrounding the Las Vegas shooting.
Recent documents released regarding the October 1, 2017 Las
Vegas Shooting are beginning to shed light on more
discrepancies and abnormalities surrounding the official
timeline and narrative of the tragedy as originally stated by
Sheriff Joe Lombardo and Special Agent Aaron Rouse of the Las
Vegas FBI, including documentation that three women were found
in the alleged shooter’s room.

The most recent batch of documents that were released include
witness reports, dispatch logs, and officer reports that
recount the events that took place that night and further
reveal that Paddock was not alone in his room as was first
stated by Sheriff Lombardo.
Page 26 of the dispatch logs that were released by LVMPD
details the moments when the alleged shooter, Stephen Paddock,
was located by a security detail at the Mandalay Bay. As
actions were taken to assemble a team of officers to apprehend
the suspect, a dispatcher shared the name of the alleged
shooter located in Room 32-135, along with three females that
were reported to be in the room with Mr. Paddock. However, the
names of those three women are redacted from the report, while
the checkout date listed for the women aligns with Paddock’s
planned check out date of October 2, 2017. In the log, as seen
on page 26, the following was documented as having taken place
at 11:02 pm the night of the shooting when police breached
Paddock’s room. “Units in control room 32 135. Suspect name of
K(P)addock, Stephen. There three females in room.”
The three women are then listed as #1, #2, and #3, with their
check in and check out dates, but their names are redacted
from the log. “Checked on (in) on 9-25 scheduled to check out
Oct 2nd.”
Shocking details such as the one above are found all
throughout the nearly 2,000 documents that were released
following a court order after The Associated Press and
additional media outlets had to sue the LVMPD for the release
of this information, information that the public has the right
to see, as there are many questions left unanswered due to
communication shut down by Sheriff Joe Lombardo of the Las
Vegas Metropolitan Police Department.
Other details revealed in the dispatch log include calls that

were made to report multiple gunshot wounded victims hiding in
fear for their lives all over the strip. There were panicked
calls made from Sundance Helicopter about possible hostages
taken.
The details of the LVMPD dispatch log on page 26 specifically
reveals that dispatch received information from Mandalay Bay
regarding guest names, additional parties in the room, along
with check-in and departure dates for Paddock and the three
women found in his room, all of which completely contradicts
information given to the public in early reports from LVMPD
and Sheriff Lombardo. In press conferences held shortly after
October 1, Lombardo specifically stated that Paddock checked
into his suite at Mandalay Bay on September 28th, 2017 and
that he stayed in the room by himself.
Read full article here…

